Her Perfect Revenge: The Screenplay

My novel HER PERFECT REVENGE: A
LAUGH-OUT-LOUD
ROMANTIC
COMEDY originally began life as a
screenplay before I decided to turn it into a
novel. Many of my readers have wanted to
read the script, wondering what a movie
version of the story would be like. Here it
is! This is the novel turned back into about
120 pages of screen time, which amounts
to 2 hours of film. Writing a script is
always a challenging project because you
have to decide which parts of the story to
leave in & which to take out but at the
same time, make sure to keep the integrity
of the main storyline intact. Im happy with
the results. I hope you are too. Enjoy!Her
Perfect Revenge: The ScreenplayIf theres
one thing sweeter than revenge, its revenge
gone wrong!Christina... Okay, yeah... I
know revenge isnt right but come on, its
the super rat from high school and he
doesnt even recognize me! Ive got the
perfect plan to get even. What can go
wrong?Bill Man, shes smoking hot and so
adorable! Theres just something about her
that attracts me like gravity. Okay, yeah
maybe I shouldnt be blackmailing her into
pretending to be my fiancee to fool my
stubborn, moneybags father but shes
perfect! And my plan is perfect too! What
can go wrong?William You give your
children everything and what do you get in
return? Disappointment & heartburn! If my
dirty, rotten son and the girl think they can
fool me with their phony scam, theyve got
another thing coming. Im going to turn the
tables on them and pressure the scheming
duo to marry for real! Thatll teach them!
My plan is perfect. What can go wrong?So
who will win? And how disastrously can
revenge go wrong for everybody?Heres
what some previous readers had to say
about Her Perfect Revenge: The
NovelLoved this book!... I loved how the
nerdy girl in High School grew into a
beautiful woman and was a bit of a spit-fire
to boot. Just what the billionaires son
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needed to rock his world.LOVED IT!!!... If
someone asked me for a good vacation
book, this would be on the top of my
list.Loved, loved, loved Her Perfect
Revenge The plot has more twists and
turns than a mountain highway.A true page
turner I read a lot of romance books. I
started reading romance books in 7th grade
. This one will be one of my
favorites.Could Not Stop Laughing; A
Must Read On a scale from 1 to 5, this
book was a 10. This book is filled with
scams that will have you laughing and
shaking your head.Perfect revenge I
absolutely loved this book! Im usually into
vampire books but I decided to try
something different for a change and so I
picked this book and I couldnt put it
down!Loved loved loved this book I
bought this book and many others to read
on a 10 hour plane trip to Europe and
COULD NOT PUT IT DOWN!Bad Boyz,
Bad Boyz..whatcha gonna do?... This book
was great read. I actually stayed up until
3am this morning reading the book
(resulting in lack of sleep last night and
lack of focus today at work). However it
was well worth it.I loved this angsty
read!... I read Her Perfect Revenge in one
day, I couldnt put it down. Holy Mackerel
was this an emotional ride!

Her Perfect Revenge: A Laugh Out Loud As a screenwriter, Anna Mara has certainly been influenced by those artists
and has broughtAbout Anna Mara: Ive been writing for a few years now, having studied screenwriting at a well known
film school. Ive always loved creating romantic comYou know what they say about revenge, its best served cold. Anna
Maras novel Her Perfect Revenge is a fabulous tale of three stubbornly clever charactersHER PERFECT REVENGE
TROUBLE MAKERS COMPLETE THE SCREENPLAY COMPLETE. I Would Like To Be Notified When You Come
Out With A NewThree Full-Length, Standalone Novels by Author, Anna Mara Together In One Boxed Set. This Set
Includes: 1. Her Perfect Revenge (484 Pages). 2.Ive been writing for a few years now, having studied screenwriting at a
well known film school. Her Perfect Revenge: A Laugh Out Loud Romantic Comedy.NOTE TO MY READERS: If
you enjoy HER PERFECT REVENGE, dont forget to pickup the screenplay version of my novel, HER PERFECT
REVENGE: THE3 quotes from Anna Mara: Harley, I have always found that mercy bears richer fruits than strict justice.
-Abraham Lincoln, and So why deny ourselvesHer Perfect Revenge: The Screenplay. ?1.54. Kindle Edition. Her Perfect
Revenge: A Laugh Out Loud Romantic Comedy. ?2.81. Kindle Edition. Sin & Savage: A Director and co-screenwriter
E.L. Katz made such a pitch-perfect debut with The film already has its faults, but the Blair Brothers score onlyEditorial
Reviews. From the Author. If you pick up one of my books, what are you going to get? Her Perfect Revenge: The
Screenplay by [Mara, Anna].
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